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PRESENTATION OF CASE 

A 35-year-old male presented to the OPD with a 10-month 

history of an enlarging tumour on the medial side of the sole 

of the right foot not associated with pain, but sense of 

discomfort while walking from the past 4 months. A clinical 

examination revealed a 15 mm x 15 cm dome-shaped soft 

tumour below the head of the first metatarsal on the sole. It 

was well-confined, soft and not adherent to the basement 

structures. No tenderness was elicited. 

 

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS 

Ganglion, plantar fibromatosis. 

 

CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS 
A clinical diagnosis of lipoma in the foot was made. 
 
PATHOLOGICAL DISCUSSION 

FNAC was done and reported as lipoma. 

HPE - A circumcised tumour was covered with thin fibrous 

tissue showing mature adipocytes. 

 

DISCUSSION OF MANAGEMENT 

Lipomas are the most common soft tissue neoplasm 

accounting for almost 50% of all soft tissue tumours.1 They 

are benign, mesenchymal neoplasms occurring in areas of 

abundant adipose tissue. They occur most frequently in 

obese patients.2 Tumours of foot and ankle are rare 

accounting for only 4% of tumours.2 Foot tumours usually 

are noticed because the foot has such thin skin and 

sebaceous tissue and little muscle that palpation of tumours 

is relatively easy and even a small lesion can lead to pain or 

functional disorders.3 

Tumours of the foot are generally benign and originate 

from soft tissue. Ozdemir et al4 analysed their own clinical 

cases of 196 foot and ankle tumours and reported that most 

common tumours was a ganglion followed by plantar 

fibromatosis and that they had four cases (2%) of lipoma in 

the region. A retrospective review of all cases consulted in 

the Department of Soft Tissue Pathology, Armed Forces 

Institute of Pathology over a 10-year period had 18,677 

benign mesenchymal lesions and 1,478 cases (7.9%) of 

which occurred in the foot and ankle region. The last 

frequent foot and ankle tumours were fibromatosis, fibrous 

histiocytoma and giant cell tumour of tendon sheath. There 

were 62 cases (4.2%) of lipoma among them.5 Lipoma of 

the foot should be differentiated from other lipomatous 

lesions such as fat herniation. A piezogenic pedal papule6 is 

a dermatocele included by pressure. It appears when weight 

is placed on the heel and disappears when pressure is 

revealed. Histological findings of piezogenic papules are 

fragmentation of the dermal elastic tissue and herniation of 

subcutaneous fat into the dermis.7 Brooke and MacGregor8 

reported a fatty tumour following a blunt trauma and first 

suggested that this lesion was not a true lipoma, but rather 

a prolapse of normal deep adipose tissue through a tear in 

the overlying fascia. Typically, pseudolipomas arise on the 

buttocks or thighs of females 6 to 12 months following blunt 

trauma.9 

Another theory regarding the role of blunt trauma in the 

formation of lipomas is that inflammatory cytokines and 

mediators released by damaged and necrotic cells after 

trauma can induce the differentiation of preadipocytes to 

mature adipocytes.9 Aust et al2 distinguished these real 

lipomas from pseudolipomas by the presence of fibrous 

capsule. Signorini et al9 also suggested the ongoing growth 

of the lesion was unlikely due to fat herniation. The tumour 

in the present case was able to be identified as a ‘real’ 

lipoma, because it was surrounded by a thin fibrous capsule 

and showed a gradual enlargement in size. The 

pathogenesis of the lesion in the current case may be 

attributed to the theory of a posttraumatic lipoma, since the 

tumour was located on the plantar aspect of the head of the 

first metatarsal, which is continually subject to repeated 

mechanical stress that could substitute for the blunt 

trauma.10 We find a single study by Kerman and Foster 

described a lipoma in the plantar aspect of the left heel the 

lateral, which was very small.11 Several histologic subtypes 

of lipomas like fibrolipoma, spindle cell lipoma, infiltrating 

lipoma, angiolipoma, myxoid lipoma, atypical lipoma and 

pleomorphic lipoma, etc. are also reported regularily.12 The 

lesions-like ganglion or epidermal inclusion cysts and 

infections are easily differentiated from lipomas clinically. In 

our patient, final diagnosis was confirmed by the results of 

histologic evaluation. 

Under ankle block anaesthesia, a vertical incision was 

made and the swelling was excised with an intact capsule. 
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Figure 1. Lipoma of Foot 

 

 
Figure 2. Operative Picture 

 

 
Figure 3. Specimen 

 

FINAL DIAGNOSIS 

Lipoma of the foot. 
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